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Anthropology (AN)
AN 101 (UC Social Science) Local Cultures, Global Issues: Introduction
to Cultural Anthropology (3 cr.) This introductory course provides a
broad overview of cultural anthropology, giving students the tools to
understand, speak and write about human diversities and similarities crossculturally. Course materials emphasize issues of race, ethnicity, class and
gender, making visible for students the inequalities and power dimensions
embedded in societies throughout the globe. ALSO SEE DESCRIPTION OF
CLUSTER COURSES ON THE LAST PAGE OF THIS BOOKLET.
AN 103 (UC Social Science) Dirt, Artifacts, and Ideas: Introduction to
Archaeology (3 cr.) This course introduces students to the social science of
archaeology, one of the four subdisciplines within anthropology. Students
explore the history and methodology of archaeology, human evolution and
adaptation. They learn to interpret archaeological data and study the
relationship between humans and the natural environment. The ethics of
doing archaeological fieldwork and the contemporary debates within the
discipline also are discussed.
AN 104 (UC Natural Science) Introduction to Biological Anthropology
(3 cr.) In this course, students explore human origins and modern human
diversity from a holistic, biocultural evolutionary perspective. Participants
begin with the processes of evolution and natural selection, along with the
mechanisms of genetic inheritance at the molecular level and its role in
modern human diversity. Next they focus on our closest living relatives, the
non-human primates, and then discuss the evidence for primate and human
evolution found in the fossil record. The course concludes by exploring the
origins of modern humans and their dispersal across the globe. Must be
taken concurrently with AN 104L.
AN 104L (UC Natural Science) Introduction to Biological Anthropology
Lab (1 cr.) Lab to accompany AN 104. Must be taken concurrently with
AN 104.

Arabic
Please see Foreign Languages
Art (AR)
AR 102 (UC) Art History: Ancient Through Medieval (3 cr.) This
introductory course considers art as seen in its cultural and historical context
from prehistory through the medieval period. Students explore the stylistic
elements that make great works typical of their era.
AR 103 (UC) Art History: Renaissance Through Contemporary (3 cr.)
This introductory course considers art as seen in its cultural and historical
context from the Renaissance through the contemporary era. Students
explore the stylistic elements that make great works typical of their era.
AR 104 (UC) Survey of Non-Western Art (3 cr.) Participants study the
major themes and forms of non-Western arts from East Asia, South Asia,
Africa, the Pre-Columbian Americas and Oceania, with emphasis on their
cultural, philosophical and religious contexts. Students define works of art
both formally and within the framework of their method of manufacture,
audience and cultural value. They also explore aspects of various nonWestern religions, cultural considerations and influences in relation to the
works. Students with little experience of or no prior courses in art history
learn the basic terminology and methodology of the field.
AR 105 (UC) American Art (3 cr.) This course serves as an introduction to
the history of art in the United States from the pre-colonial period to the
present. The curriculum includes a careful analysis of representative works
reinforced by visits to area art galleries.
AR 140 (UC) Basic Visual Design (3 cr.) This course exposes students to
the basics of two-dimensional design. Topics include the elements of
design, the principles of order and how these basics combine to create
exceptional composition in various forms of art.
AR 158 (UC) Photography I (3 cr.) This beginning course in still
photography is designed to teach basic photographic techniques. Additional
topics include lighting, advertising, fashion and portrait photography.
Students must provide a fully adjustable digital camera, or Digital Single
Lens Reflex (DSLR) camera.

AR 175 (UC) Special Topics in Art History (3 cr.) This group of courses
introduces art history by way of particular themes. Each covers at least three
eras or movements in art history, exploring imagery, sculpture, architecture
and decorative arts. Topics include: The Art and Architecture of Health and
Medicine; Art and Propaganda; The Art and Imagery of Weaponry and
War; Art and Love; Art and Death; and The Image of the Divine. Section
01: History of Impressionism; Section 02: Art Made by Women; Section
03: World Architecture.
AR 210 (UC) The Creative Process (3 cr.) This course introduces students
to the creative process in the visual arts. Students learn to evaluate and
critique their personal artwork as well as the work of others to develop a
working process that enables them to go from initial thought to final
product. Topics include: how to expand on initial ideas, the proper use of a
sketchbook, looking at and evaluating famous works of art, and how to
know when a work of art is finished.
AR 241 (UC) Color Theory (3 cr.) This course introduces students to the
basics of color theory in design. Participants explore different topics
through a series of short in-class projects and longer out of class
assignments. Topics include the use of the grey scale, color mixing, color
harmonies and discord, among others.
AR 251 (UC) Studio Art: Drawing (3 cr.) This studio course serves as an
introduction to basic drawing skills. Subjects may include still life,
landscape and portraits. Work is done in pencil, ink and other media.
AR 252 (UC) Studio Art: Painting (3 cr.) This studio course serves as an
introduction to basic painting skills. Course work includes specialized
painting techniques, color theory and assignments based on both traditional
and contemporary styles. All work is completed in acrylic painting media
with some mixed media components.
AR 253 (UC) Studio Art: Sculpture (3 cr.) This studio course introduces
students to sculpture and three-dimensional design using a variety of
materials. Students gain an understanding and appreciation of basic
techniques and processes involved in creating sculpture and learn how a
three-dimensional object impacts its environment.
AR 254 (UC) Studio Art: Printmaking (3 cr.) This studio course serves as
an introduction to the many processes used in printmaking. Techniques
studied include those used in woodcut and linoleum cut, etching and
drypoint, monotype and monoprint, embossment and lithography.

AR 262 (UC) Studio Art: Watercolor (3 cr.) his course introduces
students to the basics of watercolor. Participants explore different topics
through a series of short in-class projects and longer out-of-class
assignments. Topics include specialized watercolor painting techniques,
color theory and assignments based on both traditional and contemporary
styles. All work is completed in watercolor with some mixed media
components.
AR 263 (UC) Studio Art: Collage (3 cr.) This hands-on studio course
enables students to explore materials and techniques involved in the art of
making collage. This course looks at various ways to incorporate pre-made
materials into more elaborate finished projects. Participants use a variety of
materials including both manmade and natural objects as well as various
painting, drawing and sculpture media.
Biology (BIO)
BIO 101 (UC) General Biology I (3 cr.) This course considers the basic
concepts of life science with emphasis on the methods of science and the
role of science in society, the chemistry of life, and molecular and cellular
evolution. Selected topics include cellular biochemistry, the central dogma
of biology, regulation of gene expression, cell structure and function,
respiration and photosynthesis, and cell cycles. This course is primarily for
students in health science programs or in the School of Engineering. First
semester of a full-year course; must be taken in sequence. Must be taken in
conjunction with BIO 101L.
BIO 101L (UC) General Biology I Lab (1 cr.) Lab to accompany BIO
101. Selected projects develop skills in experimental design, data analysis
and scientific writing. (2 lab hrs.) Must be taken in conjunction with BIO
101.
BIO 105 (UC) Introduction to the Biological Sciences I (3 cr.) This
course introduces natural science to the nonscientist with an emphasis on
problems confronting society. Relationships between humans and the
environment are included. This course is designed for nonscience majors.
Must be taken in conjunction with BIO 105L.
BIO 105L (UC) Introduction to Biological Science Lab (1 cr.) Lab to
accompany BIO 105. (2 lab hrs.) Must be taken in conjunction with BIO
105.

BIO 120 (UC) Biology of Beer (3 cr.) This lecture course uses the
biological processes of beer production and consumption as a framework for
examining basic principles of molecular, cellular and organismal biology.
Students begin by studying the life cycle of the brewer's yeast and the
process of fermentation. They then consider how the human body responds
to beer, and finally, they examine the biological basis of alcoholism and
fetal alcohol syndrome. This course is designed for nonscience majors.
BIO 150 (UC) General Biology for Majors (4 cr.) Students develop sound
learning strategies and introductory knowledge within five core concepts in
biology: science as a way of knowing, chemistry of life, structure and
function relationships; major pathways and transformations of energy and
matter, as well as living systems as interactive and interconnected. This is
the first course of a three-course sequence for biology and related majors.
Must be taken in conjunction with BIO 150L.
BIO 150L (UC) General Biology for Majors Laboratory (0 cr.) Lab to
accompany BIO 150. Students take an investigative/inquiry-based approach
and become competent within the process of science including experimental
design and analysis, as well as scientific communication and collaboration.
Must be taken in conjunction with BIO 150.
CAS
CAS 110 Intellectual Success (1 cr.) Students engage with faculty in the
College of Arts and Sciences to explore the structure and goals of an
education in the liberal arts and sciences. Students develop the foundations
of their education to identify and successfully pursue their interests, develop
personal strengths and prepare for productive, engaged lives after
graduation. The course provides the context for strong academic advising in
the freshman year. For students new to the College of Arts and Sciences.
This course is graded on a pass/fail basis.

Chemistry (CHE)
CHE 101 (UC) Fundamentals of General, Organic and Biological
Chemistry I (3 cr.) Students study the general fundamentals of chemistry:
atomic theory (including radioactivity), bonding (including ions and
molecules), stoichiometry, states of matter, and solutions (including
solubility, acids, bases and buffers). Must be taken in conjunction with CHE
101L. Prerequisites: A math placement score of 3 or higher is required or
completion of MA 107 with a grade of C- or higher. Students who have
already received credit for CHE 110 with a grade of C- or higher are not
eligible to take CHE 101.
CHE 101L (UC) Fundamentals of General, Organic and Biological
Chemistry I Lab (1 cr.) Lab must be taken with CHE 101. (2.5 lab hrs.)
Note: CHE 101/L is open to any student who meets the math pre-requisites,
but it is designed primarily for certain health science and biomedical
marketing majors. Students majoring in the natural sciences offered in
CAS (biology, biochemistry, chemistry, behavioral neuroscience) or those
who are pre-med should take chemistry 110.
CHE 110 (UC) General Chemistry I (3 cr.) Students study the atomic
theory of matter, nomenclature, chemical formulas and reaction equations,
stoichiometry, the gas laws and the kinetic molecular theory,
thermochemistry, atomic structure, periodicity of the elements, chemical
bonding and molecular structure. Prerequisites: A math placement score of
3 or higher is required or completion of MA 107 with a grade of C- or
higher. Must be taken in conjunction with CHE 110L. (Note: this course is
designed for science majors.)
CHE 110L (UC) General Chemistry I Lab (1 cr.) Lab must be taken with
CHE 110. (3 lab hrs.)
Note: CHE 110/L is is designed for students majoring in the natural
sciences offered in CAS (biology, biochemistry, chemistry, behavioral
neuroscience) and for those students who are pre-med. It is open to any
student who meets the math pre-requisites however note that it is primarily
taken by students who are majoring in a science which requires additional
chemistry courses such as organic chemistry and biochemistry.
Chinese
Please see Foreign Languages

Criminal Justice (CJ)
CJ 101 Crime and Society (3 cr .) This course examines crime as a
cultural phenomenon and as a problem of social control. Topics include
the nature of law, characteristics of the criminal justice system, types of
crime, as well as the critical evaluation of theories of crime.
Drama (DR)
DR 101 (UC) Understanding Theater (3 cr.) This course presents an
introduction to the practices and purposes of theater through play going,
readings in theater history, dramatic theory and stage production work.
DR 140 (UC) Stagecraft (3 cr.) Stagecraft is a practical, semester-long
workshop on the process of transforming a design concept into a workable
end. This course provides an introduction to the theory, techniques,
materials and equipment of theater technology with an emphasis on the
ways in which practical considerations inform the process and product of
theater making. Areas of study include set and costume construction, scene
painting, lighting, projection and sound. The course incorporates extensive
practical work both in and outside of class, and students are required to
participate in technical production work for the mainstage production
season.
DR 150 (UC) Performance Fundamentals (3 cr.) This course provides an
introduction to the basic vocal, physical and improvisational skills necessary
for successful performance in a variety of areas. Skills to be emphasized
include vocal support and projection, physical relaxation and focus, diction,
articulation and improvisational techniques. Students interested in broadcast
journalism, newscasting, public relations and advocacy, as well as more
theatrical areas of public performance, learn to work effectively in front of
an audience while maintaining focus and energy.
DR 160 (UC) Acting I (3 cr.) Students are introduced to the basic
principles of acting, including scene analysis, motivation, intention and
character work. Students perform exercises, monologues and scenes.
DR 181 (UC) Improvisational Acting (3 cr.) This course introduces
students to long-form improvisational theater. In this form, actors build
scenes from scratch with only a one-word suggestion from the audience.
This course is an introductory course and is suitable for students with or
without prior performance experience.
DR 191 (UC) Theater Practice I (1-4 cr.) All basic theater components
through the active production of a full-length play are studied in this course.

Students may participate as actors, designers, stage managers, assistant
directors, dramaturges and in various production roles. (Minimum 40 hours
production work.) Requires permission of instructor.
DR 220 (UC) Voice and Movement (3 cr.) This course covers practical
laboratory work in vocal production and movement, utilizing developmental
techniques of Kristen Linklater, Alexander Feldenkrais, Jerzy Grotowski,
Michael Chekhov, with special emphasis on individual coaching and
problem solving. Studio work also may include techniques of
characterization, including neutral and character mask exploration, work
with classical texts, and acquisition of dialect skills.
Economics (EC)
EC 111 (UC) Principles of Microeconomics (3 cr.) This course examines
scarcity and choice, demand and supply, government price setting and taxes,
elasticity, production and cost, and the theory of the firm. A writing
component is required.
EC 112 (UC) Principles of Macroeconomics (3 cr.) This course examines
the determinants of national income, unemployment and inflation. In
addition, students learn how fiscal policy and monetary policy influence the
economy. A writing component is required. Prerequisites: EC 111
Education (ED)
ED 140 Introduction to Public Education and the
Teaching Profession (1 cr.) This course is open to all freshmen and
sophomores who are interested in public education in the United States. The
course is required for students who plan to enroll in the five-year DualDegree MAT program, as it provides basic knowledge of public education
and the teaching profession including current functions, trends and future
expectations. The course also addresses issues related to the teaching
profession including licensure, interstate certification, dual and crossendorsements and teacher and pupil demographics across the U.S. Finally,
the course provides opportunities for applicants to practice and refine
writing skills essential for success in the Dual-Degree MAT program.
Course is graded pass/fail.

English (EN)
EN 101 (UC) Introduction to Academic Reading and Writing (3 cr.)
This course introduces students to the ways that writing is grounded in
reading and that inquiry is essential to learning. Through close reading of
academic texts, students are given authority as learners to undertake serious
intellectual projects that emphasize critical and creative thinking. Instructors
guide students through sequenced reading and writing assignments, and
highlight the revision process of multiple-draft writing that leads to
increasingly complex thinking and rhetorical presentation. As a community
of learners, students begin to recognize academic writing as a site where
knowledge is produced, understood and communicated. Portfolio
assessment; grade of C- or better required to pass EN 101. Full-time
students are expected to have completed EN 101 and EN 102 by the end of
three semesters. Refer to the undergraduate Academic Good Standing
Policy for details.
EN 101I (UC) Introduction to Academic Reading and Writing Intensive
(3 cr.) EN 101I is essentially the same course as EN 101; however it meets
five hours per week. This class is intended for students who feel that they
may need more support in complex reading and/or essay writing. The
additional class time allows for more contact with the professor and more
feedback and discussion with peers. Portfolio assessment; grade of C- or
better required to pass. Full-time students are expected to have completed
EN 101 and EN 102 by the end of three semesters. Refer to undergraduate
Academic Good Standing Policy for details.
First Year Seminar
FYS 101 First-year Seminar (3 cr .) A Quinnipiac University education
formally begins in the very first semester. Each student enrolls in a
faculty-designed seminar constructed to help examine a fundamental issue
or question from multiple perspectives. This seminar is designed to
accomplish three essential goals. First, it introduces students to the
concept of inquiry as a process that utilizes multiple approaches and
perspectives to systematically investigate questions or problems. Students
learn that the process of inquiry includes the collection, analysis and
evaluation of various types of evidence. Second, the seminar enables
students to understand how the process of inquiry works in practice
through an investigation of a particular content area that the instructor
selects from their area of expertise. Finally, students begin to develop a
guiding question that they wish to explore throughout their undergraduate
experience in light of the skills and knowledge that they acquired
throughout this course.

Foreign Languages
Arabic (ARB)
ARB 101 (UC) Elementary Arabic I (3 cr.) This course introduces
students to the Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) language and to cultures of
the Arabic-speaking world. Students develop accuracy and fluency in
pronunciation and writing of Arabic letters, comprehend basic vocabulary
and language structures, learn to use culturally appropriate social greetings
and other expressions, learn the basics of grammar, and acquire insight into
the culture and diversity of the Arabic-speaking world.
Chinese (CN)
CN 101 (UC) Elementary Chinese I (3 cr.) This course is an introduction
to Mandarin Chinese as a spoken and written language. Students develop
reading, writing, oral comprehension and speaking ability in basic Chinese.
Chinese culture, customs and business practice are introduced.
French (FR)
FR 101 (UC) Elementary French I (3 cr.) This introduction to the French
language focuses on oral practice, basic grammar study, and practice in
reading and writing. Students who have three or more years of high
school French with grades of B or above may not take this course for
credit.
German (GR)
GR 101 (UC) Elementary German I (3 cr.) This introduction to the
German language includes oral practice, the study of basic grammar, and
practice in reading and writing. Students who have three or more years of
high school German with grades of B or above may not take this course for
credit.
Hebrew (HBR)
HBR 101 (UC) Introduction to Modern Hebrew (3 cr.) This is an
introductory course in modern Hebrew. Students begin to achieve basic
proficiency in reading, writing, speaking and comprehending modern
Hebrew. Students are introduced to the Hebrew alphabet and use Hebrew
script. They learn elementary conversational skills and basic Hebrew
grammar.
Italian (IT)
IT 101 (UC) Elementary Italian I (3 cr.) This course is designed for
students who have no previous knowledge of Italian. The course includes
instruction and practice in all four language skills: speaking, reading,
writing and listening comprehension, with emphasis on communication and

oral proficiency. In addition, students explore aspects of Italian life and
culture. Students who have three or more years of high school Italian with
grades of B or above may not take this course for credit.
Japanese (JP)
JP 101 (UC) Elementary Japanese I (3 cr.) This introduction to Japanese
as a spoken and written language includes intensive drills in the basic
structures of the language. Elementary reading materials are used for
vocabulary building, analytical exercises and discussion. Students learn
about Japanese culture, customs and business practices. Basic Japanese
scripts are introduced concurrently with other skills.
Spanish (SP)
SP 101 (UC) Elementary Spanish I (3 cr.) Spanish as a spoken and written
language is introduced in this course, which includes intensive drills in the
basic structures of the language. Elementary reading material is used for
vocabulary building, analytical exercises and discussion. Students who have
three or more years of high school Spanish with grades of B or above may
not take this course for credit.
SP 101L Elementary Spanish Lab (1 cr.) This lab is a supplement to SP
101 and SP 102. It is open to any student who is taking or has taken Spanish
courses at the elementary level. The lab provides specific support to
improve speaking, reading, writing and listening comprehension skills. It
also offers cultural materials and can be tailored on demand to individual
students with supplementary specialized vocabularies from specific
professions. The lab does not count towards fulfilling a language
requirement, minor or major. It can be taken twice for credit during different
semesters and is graded on a pass/fail basis.
Game Design & Development (GDD)
GDD 101 Introduction to Game Design (3 cr.) This course introduces
students to the practice of game design (board, card, dice, physical games),
theories of game design and play, the study of the social effects of games,
the role of serious games for teaching and learning and production practices
in the games industry.
GDD 110 Introduction to Visual Design for Games (3 cr.) This
foundation course prepares students for upper-level course work by
introducing critical, analytical and problem-solving strategies for
researching and developing graphics for games. Practical hands-on methods
include visual research, design journals, thumbnail sketches, concept art,
pixel art, storyboarding, 2D and 3D development tools.

GDD 140 Creativity and Computation (3 cr.) This course teaches
software literacy within the visual arts and visual literacy within technology.
Students develop basic coding expertise and the confidence necessary to
create interactive artwork and games. The course teaches essential 21stcentury skills including computational and systems thinking, along with
quantitative reasoning coupled to creative problem solving and generative
visual aesthetics. No previous experience with programming necessary.
German
Please see Foreign Languages
Hebrew
Please see Foreign Languages

History (HS)
HS 111 (UC) The Rise of the West (3 cr.) Beginning with the origins of
Western civilizations in the ancient Near East, students examine the
development of Western culture and society from its beginnings through the
16th century, with emphasis on the nature and values of three successive
polities: the classical world of Greece and Rome, the Middle Ages, and the
origins of the modern world in the Renaissance/Reformation. Consideration
is given to the idea of "the West" and its interaction with and contact with
non-Western cultures and peoples.
HS 112 (UC) The West in the World (3 cr.) Beginning with the
emergence of the modern state in the 16th century, students examine the
social, political, economic and cultural developments of Western
civilization and its interaction with the rest of the world. Emphasis is on the
growth of science and technology in the 17th century, the emergence of the
Enlightenment in the 18th century, the age of industrialization, nationalism
and imperialism, social upheaval in the 19th century, the domination of the
West over the worlds and challenges to that domination during the 20th
century.
HS 122 (UC) Modern World History (3 cr.) This course examines key
developments in world history beginning in roughly 1300 with the rise of
the Turco-Mongol Empires and ending with the nationalist and
independence movements of the 20th century. Students examine and
analyze major events that occurred in the non-Western world. Special
attention is paid to South Asia, East Asia, Africa and the Middle East.
Students gain a better understanding of the history and culture of these

regions, as well how the non-Western world has impacted the global
community, both past and present. ALSO SEE DESCRIPTION OF
CLUSTER COURSES ON THE LAST PAGE OF THIS BOOKLET.
HS 131 (UC) U.S. History to 1877 (3 cr.) This course traces the formation
and expansion of the American nation from Colonial settlement through
Reconstruction using selected episodes. Themes explored include the
development of a national identity, models of citizenship, the role of
government, and divisions based upon gender, ethnicity, race and class.
HS 132 (UC) U.S. History Since Reconstruction (3 cr.) This course
explores the evolution of the American people and their nation through the
major political, social and economic changes of the late 19th century to the
present. Key themes include changing expectations of governance, the quest
to achieve the full promise of the Declaration of Independence and the U.S.
ascent to global hegemony.
**If you are entering QU with AP or transfer credit in History, then you
might consider 200 level History courses**
Italian
Please see Foreign Languages
Japanese

Mathematics (MA)
MA 100 Basic Algebra (3 cr.) This course reviews basic arithmetic and
algebraic skills and introduces mathematical methods to the entering student
with little or no mathematics background, with the goal of providing
sufficient skill to take course work requiring two years of college
preparatory mathematics. Students are expected to participate in four hours
of course work per week. MA 100 is for institutional credit and does not
apply to graduation requirements. Note: Students may not withdraw from
MA 100. Students who fail MA 100 the first time receive a grade of
Unsatisfactory. If the student does not pass the second time, then a failure is
recorded on the student's record.
MA 107 College Algebra (3 cr.) This course reviews the fundamentals of
algebra. Students learn about the following topics: the real number system,
factoring and expanding polynomials, properties of logarithms and
exponentials, linear equations and inequalities, quadratic equations and
inequalities, absolute value equations and inequalities, systems of equations
and inequalities, functions and their graphs, and algebra of functions,
including composition, and inverse functions. This course is designed for
students who need to improve their algebraic skills to prepare for future
mathematics courses such as Applied Calculus, Pre-Calculus, or Statistics.
MA 107 does not fulfill the Quantitative Literacy requirement. Prerequisite:
A math placement level of 2 or above, or successful completion of MA 100.

LE 101 (UC) Introduction to the American Legal System (3 cr.)
Students are introduced to the American system of law and legal structure,
and gain an overview of several areas of law. Topics include basic legal
concepts, the structure of the American court system, as well as legal theory
and procedure.

MA 110 (UC) Contemporary Mathematics (3 cr.) This course introduces
students to the study of mathematics as a discipline and also presents topics
that are applicable to students' everyday lives. Topics include logic,
probability and statistics and financial mathematics. The course also covers
two topics from the following list: geometry, set theory, number theory,
measurement, problem solving, mathematical systems, scientific
applications, history of mathematics. Topics are chosen by the instructor.
Students should check the mathematics requirements for their major before
selecting their first course in mathematics. MA 110 is not designed to be a
prerequisite for any calculus course. Prerequisite: A math placement level of
2 or above, or successful completion of MA 100.

LE 115 Criminal Law (3 cr.) This overview of the American system of
criminal justice includes study of its various institutions, such as the
criminal courts, police, prosecutors and defense attorneys, and jails and
prisons. The Fourth Amendment (Search and Seizure) and the Fifth
Amendment (Privilege Against Self-Incrimination) are studied. Also
explored are schools of thought underlying criminal prosecution and
correctional philosophy.

MA 140 (UC) Pre-Calculus (3 cr.) This course concentrates on topics that
students need to understand profoundly to succeed in calculus. Students
learn about the following topics: functions and their graphs, exponents and
logarithms and trigonometry. There is a focus on basic concepts and
visualization of problems. The material has many real-life applications. Use
of a TI-83 or TI-84 calculator is required. Primary emphasis is on
developing the following New Synthesis proficiencies: quantitative

Please see Foreign Languages
Legal Studies (LE)

reasoning and critical thinking and reasoning. Prerequisites: MA*107;
Minimum grade C- or placement level of 3.
MA 141 (UC) Calculus of a Single Variable I (3 cr.) This course covers
functions, graphs, limits, continuity, derivatives, applications of derivatives,
antiderivatives and definite integrals, as well as the Fundamental Theorem
of Calculus. This course significantly advances the following Essential
Learning Outcomes: quantitative reasoning, critical thinking and reasoning.
Many sections require a TI-83/84 calculator (or the equivalent); check with
the instructor. Students cannot receive credit for both MA 141 and MA 151.
Prerequisites: MA*140; Minimum grade C; or placement level of 5.
MA 150 Integral Calculus With Applications (1 cr.) This course provides
a bridge from MA 141 to MA 152. Students review basic integration rules,
integration by substitution, Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, numerical
integration and applications of integration, including area between curves,
volumes, arc length and applications from physics. A graphing calculator is
required; the TI-83 or TI-84 is recommended.
MA 151 Calculus I (4 cr.) This course covers functions and graphs, limits
and continuity, derivatives, applications of derivatives, antiderivatives and
definite integrals, the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, numerical
integration and applications of definite integrals. A graphing calculator is
required; the TI-83 or TI-84 is recommended. Students cannot receive credit
for both MA 151 and MA 141. Prerequisites: Take MA*140; Minimum
grade C; or placement level of 5.
Music (MU)
MU 110 (UC) Private Music Lessons (1 cr.) Music lessons give
Quinnipiac students the opportunity to study the piano, guitar, voice, harp or
woodwind instruments with a highly skilled professional artist. In private
music lessons, students develop an understanding of the fundamental
elements of playing a musical instrument. These include: musical notation,
proper technique, music theory and performance. No prior musical training
is required as lessons are tailored by the instructor to be appropriate for any
level of study. Students may choose to perform in program recitals that are
held each semester, if they choose to do so.
MU 130 (UC) Understanding Music (3 cr.) Students study elements of
musical form and style in an effort to discover how music works. This
course investigates the most important figures from the history of Western
music as well as some world music and contemporary composers.

MU 150 (UC) American Popular Music: From the Blues to Hip Hop (3
cr.) This course includes a survey of the musical and cultural history of the
diverse styles and artists associated with American popular music.
Exploration ranges from rock to blues to hip-hop to heavy metal to country.
The course includes a study of the music alongside the social, cultural,
political and historical contexts in which they emerged.
MU 175 (UC) World Music (3 cr.)
MU 190 (UC) Quinnipiac University Singers (1 cr.) This workshop in
music is devoted to the study, singing and presentation of choral music from
a variety of periods. The course focuses on specific vocal and ensemble
techniques. Students of every experience and ability level are encouraged to
attend.
MU 191 (UC) Hamden Symphony Orchestra at Quinnipiac (1 cr.)
Students perform chamber music and orchestral compositions. A wide
variety of styles including classical, film and popular music are performed.
All instruments are used and students of every experience and ability level
are encouraged to attend.
MU 194 (UC) Jazz Ensemble (1 cr.) Students explore and perform
literature written for the big and small ensemble. A wide variety of styles,
composers and arrangers are covered. Students of every experience and
ability level are encouraged to attend.
MU 211 (UC) History of Jazz (3 cr.) This course covers the origins and
history of the jazz idiom from its early beginning through present avantgarde forms. Basic jazz literature is surveyed with style analysis of
important soloists, small jazz groups and large ensembles.
MU 250 (UC) Music and Disabilities (3 cr.) This course explores how
specific disabilities contributed to the formation of a composer or
performer's musical identity. This course places special emphasis on how
disabilities influence creative and performance standards within a culture.
Students discuss musicians from many different genres, including classical,
jazz and pop music.

Philosophy (PL)

Political Science (PO)

PL 101 (UC) Introduction to Philosophy (3 cr.) This course introduces
students to a number of central questions in philosophy through critical
exploration of ideas from selected great philosophers. It engages students in
the close study of several fundamental issues that have arisen in the course
of the development of the philosophical tradition--such as free will, our
knowledge of the "external" world, and the meaning and value of truth and
justice--giving students the basic tools for further work in philosophy.

PO 101 (UC) Issues in Politics (3 cr.) Students explore issues of current
relevance in local, domestic and international politics. Each individually
themed seminar provides an introduction to the systematic analysis of power
relations in relevant local, national or global spheres of life. Students
approach the seminar's theme in a way that develops an understanding of the
major political ideologies, the behavior of relevant social actors and
governmental institutions, and the capacity to engage as responsible
citizens.

PL 202 (UC) Logical Reasoning (3 cr.) This course teaches students to
recognize and evaluate logical patterns that recur in all language intended to
persuade by reason. Students learn proof techniques for logical pattern
evaluation, techniques to recognize and evaluate fallacies, and ways of
understanding logical patterns in longer, extended passages. The goal of the
course is to improve students' natural ability to think clearly and critically
by learning to apply logic to arguments in public, academic and private life.
Physics (PHY)
PHY 101 (UC) Elements of Physics (3 cr.) This course is a survey of basic
principles of physics and some important applications. Topics include
Newton's laws of motion, gravity, thermodynamics, electricity and
magnetism and wave phenomena. Topics in modern physics including
quantum theory, atomic structure, radioactivity and relativity are discussed.
Must be taken in conjunction with PHY 101L. This course is suitable for
both science and non-science majors. Students who have credit for SCI 101
may not receive credit for PHY 101. Prerequisites: Math placement score of
3 or higher or completion of MA 107 with a grade of C or higher.
PHY 101L (UC) Elements of Physics Lab (1 cr.) Lab must be taken with
PHY 101. (2 lab hrs.)
PHY 110 (UC) General Physics I (3 cr.) Students consider phenomena
that examine the fundamental nature of the physical universe as well as the
theories of the nature of the universe. Topics include kinematics and
dynamics of motion, momentum, energy and equilibrium of rigid bodies and
fluids, and thermal properties of matter. This course uses algebra and
trigonometry. Must be taken in conjunction with PHY 110L. This course is
designed primarily for science majors. Prerequisites: Math placement score
of 3 or higher or completion of MA 107 with a grade of C or higher.
PHY 110L (UC) General Physics I Lab (1 cr.) Lab must be taken with
PHY 110. (2 lab hrs.)

PO 131 (UC) Introduction to American Government and Politics (3 cr.)
This course covers the development of the constitution, the nature of
Federalism, the state and the national government. Students explore the
duties and powers of the President, Congress, the Supreme Court and
administrative agencies. Political parties, the nominating process, elections
and electoral behavior as well as political interest groups and public opinion
are considered.
PO 297 Simulating International Organizations (1 cr.) Students prepare
to participate in various external simulations of the activities of the United
Nations, African Union, North Atlantic Treaty Organization, European
Union and other international organizations. Students are trained in the
preparation of mock resolutions and they learn the essentials of international
diplomacy and proper protocol at international meetings to enable them to
successfully compete in model meetings across the U.S. and elsewhere. A
$50 fee will be charged to cover group field trips to conferences. Fall 2018
meets 1:00 pm Wednesdays, classroom to be announced.
Psychology (PS)
PS 101 (UC) Introduction to Psychology (3 cr.) Students are introduced to
the background and breadth of contemporary psychological science. Five
perspectives on the study of psychology form the basis for topics within the
course, these include the biological, cognitive, social, developmental and
scientist-practitioner perspectives. The course emphasizes psychology's
philosophical origins, its research methods, and the relationship of the
discipline of psychology with other areas of inquiry.
**If you are entering QU with AP or transfer credit for PS 101, then you
might consider 200 level Psych courses**

Science (SCI)

Women’s Studies (WS)

SCI 102 (UC) Earth Sciences (3 cr.) This course provides an introduction
to the methods of science. Students study chemical principles as related to
environmental concerns, weather, geology and astronomy. Must be taken in
conjunction with SCI 102L. This course is designed for nonscience majors.
SCI 102L must be taken concurrently.

WS 101 (UC) Introduction to Women's Studies (3 cr.) This team-taught
interdisciplinary course uses lively discussion and compelling readings to
consider women's studies in its broad outlines. The participants discuss
sexuality, economic and political power, the female body, images of beauty,
psychology of gender and the development of feminism through course
materials that include novels, social science research, poetry, historical
writings and political manifestos. . Please be advised that this course may
cover topics which students may find difficult, such as eating disorders,
sexual assault and harassment.

SCI 102L (UC) Earth Sciences Lab (1 cr.) Lab to accompany SCI 102.
Must be taken concurrently.
SCI 161 (UC) Nutrition: An Investigative Experience (3 cr.) This course
embodies investigative experiences within the lecture. Students study the
fundamental chemistry and nutritional role of food components including
carbohydrates, fats and proteins, as well as the importance of vitamins and
minerals in the diet. Students learn about recent developments in nutrition
and how nutrition research is conducted. Students have an opportunity to
apply these concepts to analyze and improve their own diets.

Sociology (SO)
SO 101 (UC) Introduction to Sociology (3 cr.) Our society and culture
influence who we are, how we feel about ourselves, and how we interact
with others. This course investigates the ways in which our social
institutions such as the family, the government, politics, religion, health care
and others shape our experience. Students also look at the ways in which
gender, sexuality, race/ethnicity and social class affect their life. The
differences that characterize a stratified society in opportunity, reward,
achievement and social class are discussed.
**If you are entering QU with AP or transfer credit for SO 101, then you
might consider 200 level Sociology courses**
Spanish
Please see Foreign Languages

WHAT ARE CLUSTER COURSES?

Cluster courses are a set of two courses that are
coordinated by the faculty teaching those courses. Course
content will be interwoven between the two courses, and
students from both courses may sometimes meet as a
single group for discussion or workshops. These courses
are reserved for Freshmen Only. If you wish to register
for cluster courses, you must register for the same section
(eg. section 01 or section 02) for both parts of the cluster.
AN 101 (sections 01 and 02) (UC) Local Cultures, Global Issues:
Introduction to Cultural Anthropology (3 cr.)
Prof. Hillary Haldane
This introductory course provides a broad overview of cultural
anthropology, giving students the tools to understand, speak and write about
human diversities and similarities cross-culturally. Course materials
emphasize issues of race, ethnicity, class and gender, making visible for
students the inequalities and power dimensions embedded in societies
throughout the globe.

HS 122 (sections 01 and 02) (UC) Modern World History (3 cr.)
Prof. Nita Prasad
This course examines key developments in world history beginning in
roughly 1300 with the rise of the Turco-Mongol Empires and ending with
the nationalist and independence movements of the 20th century. Students
examine and analyze major events that occurred in the non-Western world.
Special attention is paid to South Asia, East Asia, Africa and the Middle
East. Students gain a better understanding of the history and culture of these
regions, as well how the non-Western world has impacted the global
community, both past and present.

ONE-CREDIT COURSES
QU students can take 16 credits a semester without paying
additional tuition. Consider using your “extra credit” for one of
these courses:
➢ Science major? Then you’re in a science with lab – and the lab is
your 16th credit.
➢ Undeclared major? Take CAS 110: Intellectual Success, which will
help you explore and reflect on academic possibilities as well as
your interests and goals.
➢ Interested in mock trial? Consider LE 160: Competitive Mock Trial.
➢ Interested in becoming an Excel power user? Consider the online
course CAR-150: Intro to Excel. You’ll be amazed how useful Excel
will be in your college career (and beyond).
➢ Interested in global issues and diplomacy? Take PO 297:
Simulating International Organizations – also known as Model UN.
Learn how the United Nations works and how diplomats solve
world problems. Not just for Political Science majors. Note: Fall ’18
meets Wednesdays at 1 PM, classroom to be announced.
➢ Future teacher (or thinking about being one)? If you’ve already
chosen your undergraduate major and think you also want to get a
Master of Arts in Teaching, take ED 140: Introduction to Public
Education and the Teaching Profession.
➢ Taking Spanish courses? Whether you’re taking SP 101 or SP 201,
there’s a one-credit lab to accompany the course and help you
improve your speaking, reading, writing, and listening
comprehension skills.
➢ Musically inclined? Take MU 110: Private Music Lessons – in
piano, harp, guitar, voice, or woodwind. You don’t have to have
experience – just an interest and a desire to learn. Seats are
limited.
➢ Want to stay healthy, work off stress, have fun? Check out our
many offerings in Fitness, Leisure, and Wellness (FLW).
Descriptions and section times can be found in Student Planning. Just be
sure you have your five 3-credit courses in place first –- then you can go for
extra credit.

